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Spelling Hunt 1

Each sentence below has two words spelled incorrectly. Circle the misspelled words in the
sentence, and then write the correct spellings on the line provided below the sentence.

He was fat and bunchy, as a rabbit should be; his coat was spoted brown and white, he had raal
thread whiskers, and his ears were lined with pink sateen.

There were other things in the stocking, nuts and oranges and a toy engine, and chocolate
almonds and a clockwerk mouse, but the Rabbit was cuite the best of all.

At first he found it uncomfortable, for the Boy hugged him very tight, and sometimes he rolled
over on him, and sometimese he pushed him so far under the pilloe that the Rabbit could
scarcely breathe.

He was naturally shy, and being only made of velveteen, some of the more xpnsiv toys quite
snubbd him.

And they had splendid games together, in whispers, when Nana had gone away to her suppar
and lefl the night-light burning on the mantelpiece.
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Spelling Hunt 1

Each sentence below has two words spelled incorrectly. Circle the misspelled words in the
sentence, and then write the correct spellings on the line provided below the sentence.

He was fat and bunchy, as a rabbit should be; his coat was spoted brown and white, he had raal
thread whiskers, and his ears were lined with pink sateen.
a. spotted b. real

There were other things in the stocking, nuts and oranges and a toy engine, and chocolate
almonds and a clockwerk mouse, but the Rabbit was cuite the best of all.
a. clockwork b. quite

At first he found it uncomfortable, for the Boy hugged him very tight, and sometimes he rolled
over on him, and sometimese he pushed him so far under the pilloe that the Rabbit could
scarcely breathe.
a. sometimes b. pillow

He was naturally shy, and being only made of velveteen, some of the more xpnsiv toys quite
snubbd him.
a. expensive b. snubbed

And they had splendid games together, in whispers, when Nana had gone away to her suppar
and lefl the night-light burning on the mantelpiece.
a. supper b. left
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